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1. Introduction. In his book on dynamic stability Bolotin [1] presents, after consid-

erable development, the nonlinear differential equation describing the motion of a

parametrically excited column

/" + 2e/' + Q2(l - 2M cos 6t)f + HI, f, /") = 0, (1)

where a prime represents differentiation with respect to time, e is the coefficient of the

linear damping force, 0 is the frequency parameter, /x is the excitation parameter and

6 is the frequency of the forcing function. More specifically, 12 is a parameter representing

the system's natural frequency and m is a parameter related to the magnitude of the

forcing function. The function ip can be shown to take the form

mi, r, n = yf + 2 iLfr + 24//" + (/')2j/, (2)

where y is the coefficient of the nonlinear elastic restoring force, tL is the coefficient of

the nonlinear damping force, and k is the coefficient of the nonlinear inertia force. The

nonnegative constants e, y, eL and k characterize internal and hence natural properties

of the column. However, it should be noted that one can formulate equivalent external

mechanisms to produce the same linear and nonlinear effects.

An inspection of (1) reveals that it is a nonlinear form of the well-known Mathieu

equation. That is, if the coefficient of linear damping e and the nonlinear function \p

vanish then the equation reduces to a Mathieu equation (assuming that the frequency

and the excitation parameters are constants). The analysis of the Mathieu equation is,

of course, well documented, as is the influence of the linear damping term on the regions

of dynamic stability of the Mathieu equation (see Bolotin [1], McLachlan [2], for

example.) Thus the present interest in Eq. (1) focuses about the effect of the nonlinear

function \p on the boundedness and stability of the system.

In dealing with the system of Eqs. (1), (2) Bolotin uses the method of slowly varying

amplitudes, and in so doing reduces the system to one which may be regarded as qausi-

linear. With this procedure he is able to extract useful information concerning the re-

lationship between the amplitude of vibration of the system and the parameters 0, 0

and m- However, he avoided the important question of the boundedness of solutions

for the system.

The purpose of the present note is to fill this gap with the following theorem on

boundedness of solutions.
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Theorem. Let f be any solution of the initial value problem (or the differential equa-

tion (1), (2) in which all constants are nonnegative, and if k ^ 0 the inequality

k < eL/2e

is satisfied. Then there exist positive constants f0 and tj0 such that

l/l < fo , l/'l < Vo
for all nonnegative t.

Our proof of this theorem is achieved through the use of an energy identity. We have

discussed similar identities in [3], [4] and [5].

2. Energy identity. Let us consider the initial value problem for the system (1), (2)

and establish the basic energy identity we wish to use. We begin by placing (2) into (1)

and multiplying the resulting equation by /' to obtain

W*)' + 2e/'2 + fl2(l - 2M cos et)(f2Y/2 + (T/4)(/4)' + 2e,/2/'2 + k((//')2)' = 0.

Now, multiplying by ef leads to

«(//')' - ef + e2(/2)' + eS22(l - 2M cos Ot)f

+ eyf + («l/2)(/4)' + 2Keiff)' - 4KefY = 0.

Adding the two equations and collecting terms yields

!l/'2 + «//' + (fi'/2 )/2 + (t/4)/4 + xf'T + + («t/2 )/4 + 2 Kef}'}'

+ e/'2 - Q2m(/2)' cos 9t + 2eLfj'2

+ e!22(l - 2/x cos 6t)f + eT/4 - 4£K/2/'2 = 0.

From both the mathematical and physical point of view the case m > I is the most

significant, for it represents the case when the magnitude of the harmonic forcing func-

tion has a large influence on the solution. That is, in the development of Eq. (1) the

forcing function on the column was postulated in the form

P = P0 + Pi COS rt,

from which evolved the constant

H = J\/(2(P* - P„)), (M > 0; Po ^ P*)

where P* is the linear static Euler critical buckling load. Thus it is seen that as m —> 0

we approach a static loading of the column.

From the foregoing it is seen that the conditions for studying the boundedness of

the parametrically excited system (1), (2) are that all of the constants be nonnegative.

Returning now to the last energy equation above, we note the identity

( —fl2^/2 cos dt)' = —fj.O,2(j2)' cos 6t + nQTdf2 sin 6t.

To simplify the handling of the equations let us set

E(f, t) = f/2 + e//' + [(02/2)(l - 2m cos 0t) + e2]/2

+ (t/4 + ««t/2)/4 + K/2/'2 + 2 Keff

and

F(f, t) = ef'2 + fl2[«(l - 2m cos 6t) - m0 sin 6t]f + 2(eL - 2e/c)/2/'2 + eyf\
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Thus we have, after integration,

£'(/, Q + f" F(f, s) ds = E(f, u) (3)
Jt i

for any 0 < tx < t2 .

3. Inertial and damping constants. In order to work with the energy identity (3)

we shall assume that the term

2(eL - 2eK)fT

in the functional F(f, t) is positive. Hence when k > Owe assume that

«i/C 2«) > K.

For the case when k = 0 there are no restrictions.

The requirement (4) can be further justified as follows. Write

E(f, t) = Eiif, t) + E2(f, t)
where

E,(J, t) = («t/2)f + Kff + 2e/c/2(//')•

We note that E2(f, t) is a quadratic form in f and //' and that it is nonnegative definite

if and only if

(eeL/2)k - e\2 > 0.

Hence if (4) is satisfied E2(J, t) > 0. If k = 0 there are again no restrictions.

4. Boundedness analysis. Consider first the case when F(f, t) < 0. In this case we

have

tef + tyf < -<f[e(l - 2m cos 6t) - n sin 6t]f.

Hence

,2 ^ Q2[m + e(2n + 1)] r,2 < + e(2m + 1)] ^ + c(2m + I)]3

ty ' ~ e — f 7

To pursue the other case in which F(/, t) > 0, let

T, = {t > 0 | F(f, t) < 0}, T2 = [t > 0 | F(j, t) > 0}.

The sets rJ\ and T2 are closed sets consisting of disjoint intervals each of which

either has finite length or is of the form [i0, co), t0 > 0. On the set Ti the inequalities (6)

are satisfied. The sets and T2 have as their intersection the points (if any exist) at

which F(j, t) = 0. At these points equations (6) hold. Hence, at the left-hand endpoint of

any interval of the set T2 the function E(f, t) is bounded by the maximum of the bound

obtained by applying (6) to estimate E and the number E(j, 0). Call this maximum f.

Let t0 be the left-hand endpoint of a typical interval of the set T2 . If t > t0 is any

point of the interval in question we deduce from (3) that

E(J, t) < E(f, t0) < f. (7)

Now we have

EQ, t) > £,(/, t) = \j'2 + tjf + [(n2/2)(l - 2M cos et) + e2]/2 + (y/4)f.
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But

e//' > — | (a]'2 + for arbitrary a > 0.

Thus,

E(j, 0 > K1 - <0/'2 + [(n3/2)(l - 2M cos 6t) + e2(l - (1/2*))]f + (y/4)/4. (8)

Setting a = 1, (8) becomes

E(f, t) > f[(y/4)f + (02/2)(l - cos M) + c#/2].

Thus, if

(t/4)f + (ii2/2)(l - 2m cos W) + e2/2 < §

we have

f < (4/t)ft + (fi2/2)(2M - 1) - e2/2]. (9)

Otherwise, we have

E(f, t) > \f

and we deduce from (7) that

f < 2f. (10)

Let = max [2f, (4/7) [J + (02/2) (ju — 1) — e2/2]}. Now set cr = | in (8), from which

E(f, t) > if + [(02/2)(l - 2M cos 0<)]f + (7/4)/4

and from (7) we obtain

r< 4f'{[l + 02(2m - 1)] +7f'}. (11)

The bounds (9), (10) and (11) imply that f and f2 are also bounded on the set T2 .

Since Ty W T2 = [0, 0°), we have established the boundedness of / and /' for all non-

negative t.
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